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It’s easy to finish this piece by mounting it on a brass cuff! Click here
to watch the introduction video for this week.

Release the tension on your loom by turning the wing nuts clockwise.

Cut the string on the right side of the loom  if you have one there.

Remove the warping bar.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VpvdbEqPgAU


Lay your piece flat and admire it! I recommend letting it sit for at least
a few hours to let the warp rest before continuing on.

Trim the loops at either end of the warp, leaving at least four inches so
you can tie overhand knots (they are tricky to tie when too short.)

Place a heavy object on one end of your piece to get ready to tie
overhand knots.

Tie the first half of a square knot with two warp ends (the first step
when tying your shoelaces.)



Pull it snuggly against the edge of the piece.

Tie an overhand knot. Do this by making a loop with the two warp
threads and then sticking the end through the loop.

Before you tighten that knot, stick a needle in it and guide it to the
base of the weaving. This will allow you to land that knot in exactly the
right spot.

Continue doing this with each pair of warp threads. Since you have an
odd number, you’ll need to tie three together at some point.



Do the same with the warp ends on the opposite side to keep the
header from falling out.

Trim the ends to about a third to a half of an inch.

Once your ends are trimmed, they will be all neat and pretty and ready
to be tucked under.



Trim the weft threads on the back of the piece. You want them out of
the way but not so short that they wander through to the front of the
piece. However, you will be using glue to keep them from going astray.



Wrap your woven piece around the cuff to see how much extra you
have on the ends. You will be folding the knots and the header to the
back of the piece. You want only the actual weaving to show on the
edges. You need enough so that the weaving extends beyond the end
of the cuff by about a quarter of an inch. Your weaving should be a bit
longer than it needs to be (better to be too long than too short) so you
may need to fold over some of the weaving in addition to the headers.

On each side of your piece, fold the header toward the back of the
weaving, making sure the piece is the correct length based on your
measurement of the piece compared to the brass cuff.

Whip out your cute little tube of glue and place a thin line of it on the
back of the header.





Place something heavy over each end of the piece while the glue sets.

Place your woven piece on the ultra-suede and cut the ultra-suede so
it is the same size as the weaving.

I used chalk to trace the piece to make it easier to cut.

And then I retraced the line using a ruler to make it straight.



Place the tapestry piece and ultra-suede together to make sure they
are the same size.

Next glue down your stray weft ends, pushing them toward the middle
of the piece so that they don’t get in the way when you are attaching it
to the cuff.

Place the tapestry on the cuff. The glue is also intended to keep the
tapestry attached to the cuff while you sew it to the ultra-suede.



Put dabs of glue on the ultra-suede.

Place the ultra-suede on the inside of the cuff.

Trim the ends of the ultra-suede to so that it is the same length as the
tapestry.

Thread some C-Lon thread into a needle. Bury the end knot between
the tapestry and the cuff and start sewing the ultra-suede and tapestry
together.

Your stitches might be so neat that you don’t want to cover them with
beads. It’s your choice. But next I will show you how to add a bead
edge.



Start a new thread. String two 11/0 beads and start sewing around the
seams with the beads to make the edges pretty. I chose not to bead
over the two ends of the piece because I find it more comfortable to
wear that way,



Once you’ve beaded around all the edges, you’re done! Wear and
enjoy!




